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ABSTRACT
Handling incomplete data in a correct manner is a notoriously
hard problem in databases. Theoretical approaches rely on the
computationally hard notion of certain answers, while practical
solutions rely on ad hoc query evaluation techniques based on three-
valued logic. Can we find a middle ground, and produce correct
answers efficiently?
The paper surveys results of the last few years motivated by this
question.We re-examine the notion of certainty itself, and show that
it is much more varied than previously thought. We identify cases
when certain answers can be computed efficiently and, short of that,
provide deterministic and probabilistic approximation schemes for
them. We look at the role of three-valued logic as used in SQL query
evaluation, and discuss the correctness of the choice, as well as the
necessity of such a logic for producing query answers.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Theory of computation → Incomplete, inconsistent, and
uncertain databases; Database theory; Logic and databases; •
Information systems → Incomplete data; Data management
systems; Structured Query Language.
KEYWORDS
relational databases, incomplete information, certain answers, naive
evaluation, approximate query answering, many-valued logics
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1 INTRODUCTION
Handling incomplete data in relational databases is a notoriously
hard problem, where a large gap remains between theoretical and
practical approaches. Commercial DBMSs, specifically SQL, have
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Orders
oid title price
o1 Big Data 30
o2 SQL 35
o3 Logic 50
Payments
cid oid
c1 o1
c2 o2
Customers
cid name
c1 John
c2 Mary
Figure 1: A database of orders, payments, and customers.
been heavily criticized for producing counter-intuitive and/or in-
correct answers when handling incomplete data. One often finds
statements like “those SQL features are . . . fundamentally at odds
with the way the world behaves” [25] or even “you can never trust
the answers you get from a database with nulls” [24]. Such behavior
is often blamed on SQL’s three-valued logic (3VL); indeed, program-
mers tend to think in terms of the familiar two-valued logic, while
3VL underlies the implementation of SQL’s null-related features.
On the theory side, correctness is usually associated with the no-
tion of certain answers, which are answers we can be sure about no
matter how we interpret the incomplete information present in the
database. That is, such answers are true in each possible world that
an incomplete database represents. This approach, first proposed
in the late 1970s [35, 53], is now dominant in the literature and it is
standard in all applications where incomplete information appears
(data integration, data exchange, ontology-based data access, data
cleaning, etc.).
The gap between practice and theory is huge. SQL’s designers
had first and foremost efficient evaluation in mind, but correctness
and efficiency do not always get along. Computing certain answers
is coNP-hard even for relational calculus/algebra queries [1], i.e.,
likely to require super-polynomial time in terms of the size of the
database. On the other hand, SQL evaluation is very efficient; it is
in TC0 (a small parallel complexity class).
If SQL cannot produce what is generally viewed as the correct
answers, then what kinds of errors can it generate? To understand
this, consider the simple database in Figure 1, adapted from [38]. It
shows orders for books, information about customers paying for
them, and basic information about customers themselves.
Decision support queries against such a database may include
finding unpaid orders:
SELECT oid FROM Orders WHERE oid NOT IN
( SELECT oid FROM Payments )
or finding customers who have not placed a paid order:
SELECT C.cid FROM Customers C WHERE NOT EXISTS
( SELECT * FROM Orders O, Payments P
WHERE C.cid = P.cid AND P.oid = O.oid )
As expected, the first query produces a single answer o3, while
the second returns the empty table. But now assume that just a
single entry in these tables is replaced by NULL: specifically, the
value of oid in the second tuple of Payments changes from o2
to NULL. Then the answers to queries change drastically, and in
different ways: now the unpaid orders query returns the empty
table, and the customers without a paid order query returns c2.
Because of a single null, we can both miss answers and make up
new answers!
Specifically, if certain answers are the correct behavior of query
answering over incomplete databases, then SQL evaluation can
produce false negatives, i.e., miss some of the tuples that belong
to certain answers, and can also produce false positives, i.e., return
tuples that do not belong to certain answers. For example, c2 re-
turned by the second query is a false positive. The unpaid orders
query does not generate any false negatives: certain answers are
actually empty since we cannot know which order was unpaid. But
a simple query
SELECT cid FROM Payments
WHERE oid = 'o2' OR oid <> 'o2'
returns only c1 in the database with NULL described above, while
the certain answer is { c1, c2 }.
Can this gap between theory and practice be bridged? In this
paper, we survey some recent results whose goal is to do exactly
that. Our survey will be structured along three main themes.
Certainty of answers. What does it even mean for an answer
to be certain? The first definition was presented informally [35]
but then two alternative definitions quickly appeared [43, 53, 54].
Everyone settled on one of them, from [43, 53], which works for
the model of relational databases as sets. According to this defi-
nition, certain answers are the intersection of query answers in
all possible worlds. This definition has many shortcomings, and a
more principled approach has been developed over the past few
years, starting with [47, 49]. The key idea of the approach is to iden-
tify what we know about all query answers and then capture this
knowledge with an object. The exact shape of certainty depends on
how we formulate the knowledge, and which objects can be used
to represent it. In particular, this shows that the largely forgotten
approach of [54] has many advantages. We survey this line of work
in Section 3.
Exact and approximate query answering. We saw that SQL
can give all kinds of wrong answers: false positives and false nega-
tives. One question is for what classes of queries the standard query
evaluation actually computes certain answers. This was known to
work for unions of conjunctive queries but, as shown in [32], the
class is actually much larger. We explain this in Section 4.1.
If certain answers cannot be computed precisely, the next best
thing is to approximate them. There could be different approaches.
One is to produce subsets of certain answers, i.e., eliminate false
positives. This idea is not new: it was first explored more than 30
years ago [60, 67]. Those papers assumed the model of databases as
logical theories and could not lead to implementations that would
handle familiar relational databases with nulls.
The first approximation of certain answers to queries on data-
bases with nulls was proposed in [51], but did not lead to an efficient
implementation. A modification of it, on the other hand, was shown
to behave well on benchmark queries [37]. It was also more flex-
ible and provided both no-false-positives and no-false-negatives
approximations. This line of work is surveyed in Section 4.2.
Another type of approximation is probabilistic. The idea is to
compute the probability that a tuple is an answer to the query
on a randomly chosen possible world. The notion of choosing a
possible world randomly is very close to the notion used in the
study of asymptotic properties of logical sentences and 0–1 laws.
The approach, proposed in [52], showed that “almost certainly true
answers” (those that are correct with probability 1) are much easier
to obtain computationally than certain answers. This is described
in Section 4.3.
The role of many-valued logics. SQL uses a three-valued logic
to evaluate queries in the presence of nulls. Motivated by this, we
extend our techniques to many-valued logics and ask two different
questions. The first is: under what conditions a many-valued query
evaluation is guaranteed to produce an approximation of certain
answers? We provide a simple sufficient condition for that. We also
show that SQL evaluation fails that condition, and explain the exact
culprit in SQL’s query evaluation. This line of work, originated in
[51], and further developed in [19], is presented in Section 5.1.
The second question we ask goes even deeper: does SQL even
need a three-valued logic? If it does, did SQL use the right one?
Or could one have used the familiar two-valued Boolean logic all
along? The answer to these questions is twofold. We explain that
Kleene’s three-valued logic, i.e., SQL’s way to propagate truth val-
ues through connectives, is the right choice to handle incomplete
information, if one wants to use the optimization algorithms im-
plemented in DBMSs. However, going to predicate logics, i.e., the
actual formalism underlying SQL, three-valued logic is not really
needed, as it provides no additional expressive power compared to
standard Boolean first-order logic.
2 BASIC CONCEPTS
Incomplete databases
We consider incomplete databases with nulls interpreted as missing
information. Below we recall definitions that are standard in the
literature [43, 48, 66]. Databases are populated by two types of
elements: constants and nulls, coming from countably infinite sets
denoted by Const and Null, respectively. Nulls are denoted by ⊥,
sometimes with subscripts. If nulls can repeat in a database, they
are referred to as marked, or labeled, nulls; otherwise one speaks
of Codd nulls, which are the usual way of modeling SQL’s nulls.
Marked nulls are standard in applications such as data integration,
data exchange and OBDA [5, 11, 45], and they are more general
than Codd nulls; hence we use them here.
A relational schema is a set of relation names with associated
arities. In an incomplete relational instance D, each k-ary relation
symbol R from the vocabulary is interpreted as a k-ary relation RD
over Const ∪ Null. In other words, such a relation RD is a finite
subset of (Const ∪ Null)k . Slightly abusing notation (when it does
not lead to confusion) we will call it R as well.
The sets of constants and nulls that occur in a database D are
denoted by Const(D) and Null(D), respectively. The active domain
of D is dom(D) = Const(D) ∪ Null(D). If D has no nulls, we say
that it is complete.
Valuations and query answering
A valuation v on a database D is a map v : Null(D) → Const that
assigns constant values to nulls occurring in the database. By v(D)
we denote the result of replacing each null ⊥ with v(⊥) in D. The
semantics JDK of an incomplete database D is the set of all complete
databases it can represent, i.e.,
JDK = {v(D) | v is a valuation} .
This is known as the closed-world semantics of incompleteness,
or semantics under cwa, or closed-world assumption [58]. Semantics
of incompleteness can also be defined under owa, or open-world
assumption as
JDKowa = {complete D ′ | v(D) ⊆ D ′ for a valuation v} .
Ak-ary query is a map that, with a databaseD, associates a subset
of k-tuples over its elements, i.e., a subset of dom(D)k . Queries in
standard languages such as relational algebra, calculus, Datalog,
etc., cannot invent new values, i.e., return constants that are not in
the active domain. Such a query is called generic if it commutes with
permutations of the domain of constants. That is, a query is generic
if Q
(
π (D)) = π (Q(D)) whenever π : Const→ Const is a bijection.
The class of generic queries will be denoted by GEN. All classes of
queries considered in this survey, which do not mention elements
of Const explicitly, are generic. Queries that mention constants are
generic in a slightly weaker sense: Q
(
π (D)) = π (Q(D)) holds for
every bijection π such that π (c) = c for each constant mentioned
in the query. A Boolean query is a query of arity zero. There is only
one tuple of arity zero, namely the empty tuple (). As usual, we
associate false with the empty set , and true with the singleton
{()} consisting only of the empty tuple. For Boolean queries, we
can write alternatively Q(D) = true or D |= Q .
Query languages
As our basic query languages we consider relational calculus and its
fragments. Relational calculus has exactly the power of first-order
logic, or FO. The atomic formulae of FO are relational atoms R(x¯),
equality atoms x = y, constant test const(x) and null test null(x),
where const(x) is true iff x ∈ Const and null(x) is true iff x ∈
Null. FO formulae consist of all atoms above and are closed under
conjunction ∧, disjunction ∨, negation ¬, existential quantifiers
∃, and universal quantifiers ∀. If x¯ is the list of free variables of a
formula φ, we write φ(x¯) to indicate this explicitly. We write |x¯ | for
the length of x¯ .
Conjunctive queries (CQs, a.k.a. select-project-join queries) are
defined as queries expressed in the ∃,∧-fragment of FO. The class
UCQ of unions of conjunctive queries is the set of formulae of the
form φ1 ∨ · · · ∨ φm , where each φi is a conjunctive query. In terms
of its expressive power, this is the existential-positive fragment of
FO, i.e., the ∃,∨,∧-fragment.
We shall use relational algebra, the procedural language equiv-
alent to FO, that has the operations of selection σ , projection π ,
Cartesian product×, union∪, and difference−. Selection conditions
θ are built according to the following grammar:
θ B const(A) | null(A) | A = B | A = c | A , B | A , c | θ∨θ | θ∧θ
where A and B are attributes, c is a constant, and const(A) and
null(A) test whether the value of A is a constant or a null, respec-
tively. As there is no explicit negation ¬, negating selection condi-
tions means propagating negations through them, and interchang-
ing = and ,, and const and null. So, for example, ¬(A = B∧null(A))
denotes the condition A , B ∨ const(A). The fragment of relational
algebra without the difference operator and inequalities (,) in the
selection conditions is referred to as positive relational algebra. Over
complete databases, positive relational algebra has the same expres-
siveness of existential positive formulae (and thus UCQs).
3 WHAT ARE CERTAIN ANSWERS?
An incomplete database can be seen as a compact representation of
many possible worlds. When answering queries on an incomplete
database, one then wants to find query answers that are “certain”,
in the sense that they are true in all possible worlds represented by
the incomplete database.
We first formalize certain answers at an abstract level, and then
look at them more specifically in the context of relational databases.
3.1 Query answering on incomplete databases
We follow the general framework of [49] by considering databases
as abstract “objects”; these could be relational databases, or graphs,
or XML documents, or other. We will look at the relational setting
in Section 3.2; here, to make clear the distinction with concrete
relational databases, we denote database objects with lowercase
letters x , y, and so on.
Definition 3.1. A database domain D is a triple (I,C, J·K), where I
is a set of database objects, C ⊆ I is the set of complete objects (over
which queries are defined), and J·K is a semantic function from I to
the powerset of C such that x ∈ JxK for every x ∈ C.
For convenience of notation, we also use ID, CD, J·KD to refer to
the set of incomplete objects, the set of complete objects, and the
semantic function, respectively, of a database domain D.
The elements of JxK are referred to as the possible worlds of x .
Intuitively, the more possible worlds a database object represents,
the more ambiguous it is. To make this intuition formal, with each
database domain D = (I,C, J·K), we associate an information pre-
order ⪯D (that is, a reflexive and transitive relation) on I, defined as
follows: x ⪯ y iff JyK ⊆ JxK. That is, x ∈ I is less informative than
y ∈ I if every possible world of y is also a possible world of x .
Given two database domains S (for source) and T (for target),
a query from S to T is a mapping Q from CS to CT, i.e., it maps
complete databases of a source database domain S to complete
databases of a target database domain T. A natural way to define
meaningful query answers on an incomplete database object x is
to consider answers that are “true” in all possible worlds of x . To
this end, for a set C of complete database objects, we let
Q(C) = {Q(x) | x ∈ C } .
Then, to formalize the notion of truth, we assume, for each database
domain, the existence of a set F of formulae expressing knowledge
about incomplete objects, and a satisfaction relation |= indicating
when a formula φ is true in a database object x , written x |= φ.
For a set X of database objects we write X |= φ if x |= φ for each
x ∈ X . Similarly, for a set Φ of formulas, we write x |= Φ if x |= φ
for each φ ∈ Φ. The theory ofX is the set Th(X ) = {φ | X |= φ}, and
the models of Φ are given by Mod(Φ) = {x | x |= Φ}. Intuitively,
Th(X ) contains the knowledge we have about objects of X , and
Mod(Φ) consists of all objects satisfying the knowledge expressed
by Φ. When the database domain is not clear from the context, we
will explicitly indicate it as superscript in Th by writing, e.g., ThD.
For a database domain D, we want the knowledge F to satisfy
some minimal requirements, such as being compatible with the
information pre-order ⪯D, and being expressive enough to capture
at least the semantics of incompleteness J·KD. To this end, we require
that
(a) for every φ ∈ F and every x,y ∈ ID, if x ⪯D y and x |= φ
then y |= φ;
(b) for every x ∈ ID there exists a formula δx ∈ F equivalent to
Th(x) (i.e.,Mod(Th(x)) = Mod(δx )), furthermore if x ⪯̸D y,
then y ̸ |= δx .
We are finally ready to define what is certainly true when an-
swering queries on incomplete database objects.
Definition 3.2. Let Q be a query from S to T, and let x ∈ IS. The
certain knowledge of Q on x is the set ThT
(
Q(JxKS)) .
Thus, the certain knowledge of Q on x is the set of all formulae
that are true in every possible world of x . However, in practice, we
expect the answer to a query on a database object to be an object
itself, ideally one that captures the entire certain knowledge of
the query, that is, o ∈ IT such that ThT(o) = ThT(Q(JxKS). Unfor-
tunately, such an object need not exist in general. To overcome
this issue, we define the certain answer as the most informative
object (w.r.t. ⪯T) whose theory is a subset of the certain knowledge:
ThT(o) ⊆ ThT(Q(JxKS). Therefore, the definition of certain answers
as an object is an under-approximation of the certain knowledge;
the most informative one allowed by the database domain, but an
approximation nonetheless.
Definition 3.3. Let Q be a query from S to T, and let x ∈ IS. The
information-based certain answer to Q on x is
certO(Q, x) =
∧
Q(JxKS) , (1)
where the greatest lower bound
∧
is with respect to ⪯T.
That is, the most informative object that is less informative than
every possible answer. This notion satisfies the expected property
of answers on incomplete databases: more informative query inputs
yield more informative query answers.
Proposition 3.4 (see [49]). LetQ be a query from S to T, and let
x,y ∈ CS be such that x ⪯S y. If certO(Q, x) and certO(Q,y) exist,
then certO(Q, x) ⪯T certO(Q,y).
Even though the certain answers as object are an approximation
of the certain knowledge, this does not guarantee their existence.
Next, we discuss this problem in the context of relational databases.
3.2 Certain answers on relational databases
A relational database domainD is such that ID consists of relational
databases populated with elements ofConst∪Null,CD is the subset
of ID of databases without nulls, and J·KD is either the cwa or owa
semantics of incompleteness.
Under cwa, the facts stored in a database are assumed to be
the whole truth. When used on the target domain of queries, this
would provide a precise semantics for answers; however, in such
a case, information-based certain answers may not exist even for
very simple queries. The following result is implicit in [49].
Proposition 3.5. Let S and T be relational database domains. IfJ·KT is the cwa semantics of incompleteness, then there exist a data-
baseD ∈ IS and a Boolean conjunctive queryQ from S to T for which
certO(Q,D) does not exist.
To see this, consider the database D = {R(⊥)} and the Boolean
query Q returning true iff R(2) belongs to the database. Then, the
certain knowledge ofQ on D is the set of formulae satisfied by both
{()} (when ⊥ 7→ 2) and  (otherwise); therefore, this knowledge
is empty and, under cwa, there exists no database whose theory
is the empty set. The reason for this is that all facts in a database
are true, but at the same time, under cwa, all other facts not in it
are assumed to be false. So, the theory of the empty database is not
empty under cwa.
To overcome this difficulty, we consider the owa semantics of
incompleteness (see Section 2), under which the facts stated in a
database are true but they are not assumed to be the whole truth.
Thus, the more facts an answer contains, the more knowledge it
provides. This fits in well with the idea of approximating query
answers: then finding additional tuples in the answer makes ap-
proximations more informative. Also, with owa, unlike with cwa,
the theory of the empty database is the empty set: Th() = .
Therefore, as we shall see, the information-based certain answers
exist for larger classes of queries.
In what follows, we implicitly consider queries from S toT, where
S and T are relational database domains such that J·KT is the owa
semantics of incompleteness. For the source domain S, either cwa
or owa can be used: the former assumes we completely know the
real world, while the latter allows for the possibility that we may
be missing some facts. When this choice is relevant for the results,
we indicate it by saying that a query, or class of queries, is “under
cwa” (resp., under “owa”).
Proposition 3.6 (see [4]). The information-based certain answer
(i.e., certO ) always exists
(a) for generic queries under cwa;
(b) for unions of conjunctive queries under owa.
There are first-order queries for which the information-based certain
answer does not exist under owa.
Thus, owa on the source makes a huge difference in the class
of queries for which the information-based certain answers exist.
The reason for this is that we can find a first-order query Q and a
database D (under owa) for which the certain knowledge contains
infinitely many non-equivalent formulae. Then, for every finite
answer database A whose theory is contained in this infinite set,
we can always find a finite A′ such that:
Th(A) ⊂ Th(A′) ⊆ Th(Q(JDKowa))
and therefore the greatest lower bound does not exist.
Other notions of certain answers exist in the literature. The most
common ones are intersection-based certain answers [1, 43, 53, 60],
and certain answers with nulls [51, 54]. While these are specific to
the relational domain, and therefore less general than information-
based certain answers, they have the advantage of existing for larger
classes of queries.
Definition 3.7. The intersection-based certain answer to a query
Q on a database D is the set:
cert∩(Q,D) =
⋂
D′∈JDKSQ(D
′). (2)
Observe that cert∩(Q,D) consists solely of constants. When the
target domain of queries allows only for databases without nulls, the
intersection-based certain answers are precisely the information-
based ones:
Proposition 3.8 (see [4]). Let S and T be relational database
domains such that
• S is under either owa or cwa,
• T is under owa, and IT consists of databases without nulls.
Then, for every generic query Q from S to T and for every database
D ∈ IS, we have that certO(Q,D) and cert∩(Q,D) exist and coincide.
One of the problems with intersection-based certain answers is
that they only consist of constants and, for this reason, may miss
tuples that are in fact certain. To see this, consider the database D =
R(⊥) and the queryQ that simply returns R. Then cert∩(Q,D) = ,
even though we are certain that ⊥ is in R no matter which missing
value it represents. To overcome this shortcoming, nulls in certain
answers can be allowed as follows:
Definition 3.9. The certain answers with nulls to a query Q on a
database D is the set:
cert⊥(Q,D) =
{
t¯ | v(t¯) ∈ Q(D ′) for every valuation v
and for every D ′ ∈ Jv(D)KS} (3)
When the source relational database semantics is that of cwa,
the definition becomes
cert⊥(Q,D) =
{
t¯ | v(t¯) ∈ Q (v(D)) for every valuation v} .
In the above example of D containing R(⊥), we have cert⊥(R,D) =
{⊥}, i.e., we keep the certain information about⊥ being in R. This is
the way the definition was originally given in [54]. The formulation
of Definition 3.9 applies to other semantics, such as owa.
While cert⊥(Q,D) may contain nulls and constants, these may
only come from dom(D). Thus, certain answers with nulls exist for
every generic query Q and for every database D.
Unlike intersection-based certain answers, certain answers with
nulls cannot be captured by the information-based ones. The rea-
son for this is that the general framework of Section 3.1 cannot
distinguish between the possible worlds of a database, whereas a
valuation provides an “explanation” for each of them. Certain an-
swers with nulls exploit this by ensuring that the same explanation
that accounts for a possible world also accounts for a tuple being an
answer on that possible world [4]. They are also conservative over
intersection-based certain answers, as the following proposition
shows.
Proposition 3.10 (see [51]). Let S and T be relational database
domains under cwa and owa, respectively. LetQ be anm-ary generic
query from S to T, and let D ∈ IS. Then, for every valuation v , we
have that
v
(
cert⊥(Q,D)
) ⊆ Q (v(D))
cert∩(Q,D) = cert⊥(Q,D) ∩ Const(D)m .
In light of this, we could conclude that certain answers with nulls
are a better notion than information-based certain answers, as they
exist for a larger class of queries and preserve explanations in the
form of valuations. On the other hand, information-based certain
answers, unlike certain answers with nulls, permit output values
that were not in the input database; they could therefore prove
very useful for investigating certainty for value-inventing queries,
such as those involving aggregation or arithmetic operations. As
the study of these non-generic queries is still in its infancy, here
we focus on certain answers with nulls.
Complexity and size of certain answers. By definition, the in-
formation-based certain answer is the most informative database
consistent with all query answers. Since answers are interpreted
under owa, more informativeness means more tuples, which of
course comes at a cost in space.
Theorem 3.11 (see [4, 6]). For generic queries, under the cwa
semantics of input databases, the size of the information-based cer-
tain answer is at most doubly exponential in the size of the data-
base. Moreover, under both owa and cwa interpretation of input
databases, there exist a query Q ∈ UCQ, and a database D for
which the size of certO(Q,D) is exponential in the size of D.
At the moment we do not know how to close the gap between
the single-exponential lower bound and the double exponential
upper bound for queries on cwa databases. This depends on some
unresolved problems related to families of cores of graphs [41]; see
[4] for more details.
On the other hand, as the certain answer with nulls consists only
of tuples over the domain of the database, the size of cert⊥(Q,D)
is at most polynomial in the size of D. However, computing it is
intractable in data complexity under cwa, and undecidable (still in
data complexity, i.e., for a fixed query) under owa.
Theorem 3.12 (see [1, 31]). Under owa, there exist a (fixed) first-
order query Q for which, given a database D and a tuple t¯ , it is un-
decidable whether t¯ ∈ cert⊥(Q,D) (resp., t¯ ∈ certO(Q,D)).
Under cwa, there exist a (fixed) query Q ∈ UCQ, such that de-
ciding, given a database D and a tuple t¯ , whether t¯ ∈ cert⊥(Q,D)
(resp., t¯ ∈ certO(Q,D) is coNP-complete.
4 EXACT AND APPROXIMATE
COMPUTATION OF CERTAIN ANSWERS
Even for FO queries, computing certain answers is intractable. To
find ways around this problem, we will now look at three different
scenarios.
First, we look at cases when the standard efficient evaluation of
FO queries produces certain answers. In such an evaluation, called
naïve evaluation, nulls are simply treated as new constants.
Failing that, we look at rewriting queries, so that the rewriting
Q ′ of Q returns a subset of the certain answers to Q . It turns out
that surprisingly simple modifications of relational algebra queries
can achieve this property.
Finally, we pass from absolute to probabilistic guarantees, and
show that for a very large class of queries, including all FO queries,
naïve evaluation returns answers which are almost certainly true.
4.1 Naïve evaluation
The idea of naïve evaluation is simple: treat nulls as new values,
and evaluate the query by using normal evaluation techniques on
databases with nulls. For example, if we have a graph with edges
{(1,⊥1), (⊥1, 2)} and we ask whether there exists a path from 1 to
2, say by a Boolean conjunctive query Q() :– R(1, x1),R(x1, 2), then
evaluating it naïvely amounts to changing ⊥1 to a new constant c ,
and then evaluating Q on the database {(1, c), (c, 2)}, which results
in a positive answer. More precisely, we say that v : Null(D) →
Const is a bijective valuation if it is a bijection and v
(
Null(D)) is
disjoint from dom(D) and all the constants mentioned in q. Then
Qnaïve(D) = v−1
(
Q
(
v(D)) ) .
It is easy to see that for queries that are generic, i.e., that are invari-
ant under permutations of the domain (see Section 2), this definition
does not depend on the choice of a particular valuation v .
The question we address is the following: when will naïve eval-
uation produce certain answers, specifically certain answers with
nulls? The early result goes back 35 years:
Theorem 4.1 (see [43]). For unions of conjunctive queries, null-
free tuples in the output of the naïve evaluation coincides with inter-
section-based certain answers under both cwa and owa semantics.
In other words, ifQ is anm-ary query in UCQ, thenQnaïve(D) ∩
Const(D)m = cert∩(Q,D). This was the state of the art for a long
time, until [47] remarked, using Rossman’s preservation theorem
[62], that the result is optimal for FO queries under owa semantics:
Proposition 4.2. If naïve evaluation computes certain answers
for an FO Boolean queryQ under the owa semantics, thenQ is equiv-
alent to a union of conjunctive queries.
Th connection with Rossman’s theorem saying that an FO sen-
tence preserved under homomorphisms is equivalent to an exis-
tential positive sentence (and thus to a UCQ) suggested that naïve
evaluation could be related to homomorphism preservation. In-
deed, the semantics of incomplete databases can be formulated in
terms of homomorphisms. We have D ′ ∈ JDKowa iff D ′ is complete
and there is a homomorphism h : D → D ′ that is the identity on
constants, that is, h(c) = c for all c ∈ Const(D). One can similarly
restate the closed-world semantics: D ′ ∈ JDK iff D ′ is complete
and there is a homomorphism h : D → D ′ that is the identity on
constants and D ′ = h(D). Such homomorphisms are called strong
onto homomorphisms.
Let us now look at databases (or more generally first-order re-
lational structures) and connect homomorphism preservation and
naïve evaluation more precisely. A homomorphism from D to D ′ is
a map h : dom(D) → dom(D ′) such that, for each tuple a¯ ∈ RD ,
the tuple h(a¯) is in RD′ . A sentence (i.e., a Boolean query) φ is pre-
served under a classH of homomorphisms if D |= φ implies D ′ |= φ
whenever there is a homomorphism h : D → D ′ from the classH .
With each class H of homomorphisms we can also associate
a semantics JDKH that consists of all complete D ′ so that there
is a homomorphism h : D → D ′ from H that is the identity on
Const(D). WhenH consists of all homomorphisms, this gives usJDKowa, while for strong onto homomorphisms we get JDK.
Theorem 4.3 (see [32]). IfH is a class of homomorphisms, then
naïve evaluation computes certain answers with nulls to a query Q
under the J·KH semantics if and only if Q is preserved under homo-
morphisms fromH .
We now look at the specific case of FO queries, and three classes
of homomorphisms which give rise to natural semantics of incom-
pleteness, and for which we have preservation results. These are
arbitrary homomorphisms, strong onto, and also onto, or surjective
homomorphisms h : D → D ′ satisfying h (dom(D)) = dom(D ′).
Note that this is not the same as strong onto. For example, with
D = {R(⊥1,⊥2)} and D ′ = {R(1, 2),R(2, 1)}, the homomorphism
h(⊥1) = 1,h(⊥2) = 2 is an onto homomorphism as h({⊥1,⊥2}) =
{1, 2}, but not strong onto since there is no tuple in D whose image
would be (2, 1).
Note that standard results on preservation under homomor-
phisms [17] are shown for arbitrary structures: finite and infinite.
They are usually of the following kind: an FO sentence φ is pre-
served by a class H of homomorphisms iff φ is equivalent to a
sentenceψ from a syntactic fragment FOH . In database theory we
are of course interested in finite structures. Some of these results
work in the finite case, but some do not. However, one direction
always works: since sentences in FOH are preserved under homo-
morphisms fromH , they are preserved under them on all structures,
in particular finite ones. Hence, even if the results are not “if and
only if” in the finite, they can still help us identify syntactic classes
where naïve evaluation works. We now list what is known about ho-
momorphism preservation for different classes of homomorphisms.
Preservation under arbitrary homomorphisms. It is known that
an FO formula is preserved under arbitrary homomorphisms iff
it equivalent to an existential positive formula, i.e., a formula in
the ∃,∧,∨-fragment of FO. In other words, such formulae are pre-
cisely unions of conjunctive queries. This is true both for arbitrary
structures, and for finite structures [62].
Preservation under onto homomorphisms. An FO formula is pre-
served under onto homomorphisms on arbitrary – finite and infinite
– structures iff it equivalent to a positive formula, i.e., a formula
in the ∃,∀,∧,∨-fragment of FO, cf. [17]. This fails however in the
finite case [61, 64]: there are FO formulae preserved under onto
homomorphisms over all finite structures that are not, over finite
structures, equivalent to a positive formula.
Preservation under strong onto homomorphisms. We start with a
sufficient condition using a class of positive formulae with universal
guards, denoted Pos∀G, first defined in [18]. Formulae in Pos∀G
include all atomic formulae, and they are closed under ∧, ∨, ∃, ∀
and the following formation rule: if φ(x¯, y¯) is a formula in Pos∀G,
and α(x¯) is an atomic formula, with all variables in x¯ distinct, then
ψ (y¯) = ∀x¯ (α(x¯) → φ(x¯, y¯))
is a Pos∀G formula.
Formulae in Pos∀G are preserved under strong onto homomor-
phisms [18, 32]. Moreover, over arbitrary structures, they are exactly
the FO formulae preserved under strong onto homomorphisms;
however, like in the case of onto homomorphisms, the result does
not hold for finite structures [16].
The class Pos∀G has a natural description in terms of relational
algebra: it consists of queries closed under selection, projection,
Cartesian product, union, and division by a relation in the schema
(or equality). Recall that for a relation S over attributes B1, . . . ,Bm
and a relation R over attributesA1, . . . ,An,B1, . . . ,Bm , the division
of R by S is a new relation R ÷ S over attributes A1, . . . ,An that
consists of all tuples a¯ such that for each tuple b¯ ∈ S , the tuple (a¯, b¯)
is in R. This is very useful for expressing universal queries such as
“find employees who participate in all projects”.
Theorem 4.4 (see [32, 49]). Naïve evaluation outputs certain an-
swers with nulls for:
• unions of conjunctive queries under the owa semantics, and
• Pos∀G queries under the cwa semantics.
Thus, under the usual closed-world semantics, one can go well
beyond unions of conjunctive queries and still produce certain
answers with naïve evaluation. There is also an analog of this result
for positive formulae and a weaker form of cwa semantics proposed
in [59].
For full FO, or relational algebra, this is impossible: naïve evalu-
ation still has very low AC0 complexity, while finding certain an-
swers is coNP-hard. One can easily give a direct example: {1}−{⊥}
results in {1} under naïve evaluation, but the certain answers in
this case are empty. Thus, next we shall see how to approximate
certain answers for arbitrary relational algebra queries.
4.2 Approximations with absolute guarantees
When working with full relational algebra, due to the high complex-
ity of computing certain answers, wemust settle for approximations
that can be computed efficiently. Although efficient, standard SQL
evaluation may produce answers that are not certain, so we need
alternative evaluation schemes that have correctness guarantees
and tractable complexity.
Definition 4.5. We say that a query evaluation algorithm has cor-
rectness guarantees for a query Q if for every database D it returns
a subset of cert⊥(Q,D).
One such scheme was devised in [51]. The main idea behind it
is to translate a query Q into a pair (Qt,Qf) of queries that have
correctness guarantees for Q and its complement Q , respectively.
That is, for every database D, the tuples inQt(D) are certainly true,
and the tuples in Qf(D) are certainly false:
Qt(D) ⊆ cert⊥(Q,D) (4a)
Qf(D) ⊆ cert⊥(Q,D) (4b)
The translations of [51] are shown in Figure 2(a), where:
• Dom refers to the query computing the active domain, and
ar(Q) denotes the arity of Q . So, Domar(Q ) refers to the Carte-
sian product Dom × · · · × Dom taken ar(Q) times.
• The operator ⋉⇑ used in the rule Rf is defined as a standard
anti-semijoin where the join condition is unifiability of tuples:
r¯ and s¯ are unifiable if there exists a valuation v of nulls such
that v(r¯ ) = v(s¯).
• The translation θ∗ of selection conditions θ is obtained by
replacing all comparisons of the form A , x with
– (A , x) ∧ const(A), if x is a constant, and
– (A , x) ∧ const(A) ∧ const(x), if x is an attribute name.
Theorem 4.6 (see [51]). The translations of Figure 2(a) have cor-
rectness guarantees: (4a) and (4b) hold for every relational algebra
query Q and for every database D.
Moreover, both translationsQt andQf have AC0 data complexity,
and Qt(D) = Q(D) for complete databases.
Thus, Qt has correctness guarantees and does not miss any an-
swers on complete databases; moreover both Qt and Qf have good
theoretical complexity. However, they suffer from a number of prob-
lems that hinder their practical implementation. Crucially, they
require the computation of active domains and, even worse, their
Cartesian products. While expressible in relational algebra, the Qf
translations for selections, products, projections, and even base
relations become prohibitively expensive. Indeed, they are already
infeasible for very small databases: simple queries start running
out of memory on instances with fewer than 103 tuples [37]. Al-
though several optimizations (at the price of missing some certain
answers) have been suggested in [51], the cases of projection and
base relations do not appear to have any reasonable alternatives.
To overcome the practical difficulties posed by the translations in
Figure 2(a), [37] proposed an improved approximation scheme that
comeswith sufficient correctness guarantees and is implementation-
friendly. The main idea is to avoid the translation Qf that under-
approximates certain answers to the negation of the query. This is
the principal source of complexity and, in the Qt translation, it is
only used in the rule for difference: a tuple a¯ is a certain answer to
Q1 −Q2 if
• a¯ is a certain answer to Q1, and
• a¯ is a certain answer to the complement of Q2.
To avoid working with the complexQf translation, the approach of
[37] uses a different rule: a tuple a¯ is a certain answer to Q1 −Q2 if
• a¯ is a certain answer to Q1, and
• a¯ does not match any tuple that could possibly be an answer
to Q2.
Following this intuition, a query Q is then translated into a pair
(Q+,Q?) of queries where Q+ has correctness guarantees for Q ,
and Q? approximates possible answers to Q . The advantage of this
is that the query Q? is much simpler than Qf. For instance, for a
base relation R, it will be just R itself, as opposed to the complex
expression involving Dom.
The translations of [37] are shown in Figure 2(b). Note that the
rule
(
Q1 −Q2
)+ captures the intuition discussed earlier: Q+1 ⋉⇑ Q?2
gives all the tuples r¯ in Q+1 for which there does not exist a tuple s¯
in Q?2 such that r¯ and s¯ unify.
Rt = R
(Q1 ∪Q2)t = Qt1 ∪Qt2
(Q1 −Q2)t = Qt1 ∩Qf2(
σθ (Q)
)t
= σθ ∗ (Qt)
(Q1 ×Q2)t = Qt1 ×Qt2(
πα (Q)
)t
= πα (Qt)
Rf = Domar(R) ⋉⇑ R
(Q1 ∪Q2)f = Qf1 ∩Qf2
(Q1 −Q2)f = Qf1 ∪Qt2
(σθ (Q))f = Qf ∪ σ (¬θ )∗
(
Domar(Q )
)
(Q1 ×Q2)f = Qf1 × Domar(Q2) ∪ Domar(Q1) ×Qf2(
πα (Q)
)f
= πα (Qf) − πα
(
Domar(Q ) −Qf )
(a) Translations Q 7→ (Q t,Q f ) in the approximation scheme of [51].
R+ = R
(Q1 ∪Q2)+ = Q+1 ∪Q+2
(Q1 −Q2)+ = Q+1 ⋉⇑ Q?2(
σθ (Q)
)+
= σθ ∗ (Q+)
(Q1 ×Q2)+ = Q+1 ×Q+2(
πα (Q)
)+
= πα (Q+)
R? = R
(Q1 ∪Q2)? = Q?1 ∪Q?2
(Q1 −Q2)? = Q?1 −Q+2(
σθ (Q)
)?
= σ¬(¬θ )∗
(
Q?
)
(Q1 ×Q2)? = Q?1 ×Q?2(
πα (Q)
)?
= πα
(
Q?
)
(b) Translations Q+,Q ? in the approximation scheme of [37].
Figure 2: Approximation schemes with correctness guarantees for certain answers to relational algebra queries.
Theorem 4.7 (see [37]). For the translations in Figure 2(b), the
queries Q+ and Q? are such that Q+(D) ⊆ cert⊥(Q,D) and
v
(
Q+(D)) ⊆ Q (v(D)) ⊆ v (Q?(D)) (5)
for every database D and for every valuation v .
The theoretical complexity bounds for queriesQ+ andQt are the
same: both have the low AC0 data complexity. However, the real
world performance of Q+ is significantly better, as it completely
avoids large Cartesian products.
The good behavior of the translations in Figure 2(b) was con-
firmed in [37] by proof-of-concept experiments on the TPC Bench-
mark H [65]. The results of that evaluation showed that the perfor-
mance overhead of the rewritten queries is limited to a slowdown
of 1-4% w.r.t. the original SQL queries. However, there are also cases
where performance becomes an issue, even though this is mainly
due to the poor way in which the query optimizers of commercial
database systems handle disjunctions.
Bag semantics. As prescribed by the SQL Standard, relational data-
base management systems use bag semantics in query evaluation.
In a data model based on bags, the same tuple can occur more than
once in a relation. The multiplicity (i.e., number of occurrences) of
a tuple a¯ in a relation R is denoted by #(a¯,R). Relational algebra
operations under bag semantics are interpreted in a way that is
consistent with SQL evaluation: for example, union adds up mul-
tiplicities, while difference subtracts them up to zero (see [22] for
further details).
In this context, instead of saying that a tuple is certainly in the
answer, we have more detailed information: namely, the range of
multiplicities of the tuple in query answers. This is captured by
the following definitions, that extend the notion of certain answers
with nulls:
□Q (D, a¯) = min
{
#
(
v(a¯),Q(v(D))) | v is a valuation} (6a)
^Q (D, a¯) = max
{
#
(
v(a¯),Q(v(D))) | v is a valuation} (6b)
When a query is evaluated under set semantics,□Q (D, a¯) = 1means
that a¯ ∈ cert⊥(Q,D).
For full relational algebra under bag semantics, the complexity of
the bounds (6a) and (6b) mimics analogous results for set semantics.
Thus, also in this case, we need to resort to tractable approximation
schemes with correctness guarantees. In this respect, (5) suggests
a natural extension of the correctness criterion for the translation
scheme (Q+, Q?) of [37], as follows:
Theorem 4.8 (see [20]). When queries are interpreted under bag
semantics, the translation Q 7→ (Q+,Q?) in Figure 2(b) satisfies
#
(
a¯,Q+(D)) ≤ □Q (a¯,D) ≤ #(a¯,Q?(D)) (7)
for every database D and every tuple a¯.
On the other hand, the translation of Figure 2(a) loses its good
theoretical complexity bounds and becomes intractable under bag
semantics. A simple analysis of the definition of queries Qt,Qf in
Figure 2(a) shows that, for every tuple a¯,
#
(
a¯,Qt(D)) ≤ □Q (D, a¯) (8a)
#
(
a¯,Qf(D)) ≤ (1 + ^Q (D, a¯)) mod 2 (8b)
This suggests a natural extension of the translation scheme (Qt,Qf)
to bags: we omit modulo 2 in (8b), since it is only needed to force
multiplicities to be either 0 or 1. But this is problematic, as ^Q (D, a¯)
is intractable already for base relations [20]. Thus, when we use bag
semantics, implementing this approximation scheme in a real-life
RDBMS (which is bag-based) is infeasible not only practically but
also theoretically.
The approximation scheme in Figure 2(b) was tested in a commer-
cial DBMS under bag semantics and compared against approaches
that do not have correctness guarantees, that is, may return non-
certain answers. That study [27] found that, w.r.t. the ground truth,
theQ+ translation had obviously perfect precision (100%), but recall
degraded quickly with the increase in the amount of incompleteness
present in the database.
Approximation schemes based on conditional tables. Greco et al. [36]
proposed a number of approximation algorithms with correctness
guarantees that make use of conditional tables, or c-tables for short;
cf. [43]. In such tables, each tuple t¯ is associated with a condition φ
that indicates when t¯ holds; the pair ⟨t¯,φ⟩ is referred to as a c-tuple.
In this context, relational algebra operations are evaluated by taking
into account the conditions associated with c-tuples. For example,
for every two input c-tuples ⟨r¯ ,φ1⟩ and ⟨s¯,φ2⟩, Cartesian product
produces the output c-tuple ⟨r¯ s¯, φ1 ∧ φ2⟩, where juxtaposition of
tuples denotes concatenation. We refer the reader to [43] for further
details on the conditional evaluation of queries on c-tables.
The main idea of [36] consists in converting a database D into a
conditional database D ′, where all conditions are true, to be used
as the starting point for the conditional evaluation of queries. At
each step of the query evaluation, the conditions associated with
c-tuples can be manipulated and grounded, that is, reduced to either
true (t), false (f) or unknown (u). Then, different evaluation strate-
gies are obtained depending on how and when c-tuple conditions
are handled. Given one such algorithm Eval, we let
Evalt(Q,D) =
{
t¯ | ⟨t¯, t⟩ ∈ Eval(Q,D)} (9a)
Evalp(Q,D) =
{
t¯ | ⟨t¯, τ ⟩ ∈ Eval(Q,D), τ ∈ {t,u}} (9b)
Then, Eval has correctness guarantees for a queryQ if Evalt(Q,D) ⊆
cert⊥(Q,D) for every database D.
The four approximation algorithms proposed in [36] are infor-
mally described as follows:
(1) Eager Evale: conditions are grounded immediately after each
relational algebra operator is applied.
(2) Semi-eager Evals: similar to the eager strategy, but in addi-
tion it also propagates equalities; e.g., the c-tuple ⟨⊥2,⊥1 =
c ∧ ⊥1 = ⊥2⟩ would give ⟨c,u⟩ rather than the less informa-
tive ⟨⊥2,u⟩.
(3) Lazy Evalℓ : equality propagation and grounding are only
performed on the result of each difference operator, but post-
poned for all other operators.
(4) Aware Evala: equality propagation and grounding are post-
poned until the very end of query evaluation, and performed
on a minimal rewriting of the conditions.
Theorem 4.9 (see [36]). For each ⋆ ∈ {e, s, ℓ, a}, the approxima-
tion algorithm Eval⋆ has correctness guarantees for all relational al-
gebra queries, and Eval⋆(Q,D) can be computed in polynomial time
in the size of D, for every query Q and every database D. Moreover,
Q+(D) = Evalet (Q,D) and Q?(D) = Evalep(Q,D) .
All of the above approximation algorithms were implemented in
a proof of concept system [28]. However, the implementation is not
integrated into a real DBMS, which makes it hard to compare the
overhead of the algorithms w.r.t. the baseline performance of the
original SQL queries, as done in [37]. Another obstacle is the use
of conditional tables, which seem to slowdown performance [27].
4.3 Approximations with probabilistic
guarantees
Let us look again at the simple example of computing the difference
R − S where R = {1} and S = {⊥}. While naïve evaluation gives
us {1}, certain answers are empty. However, they are empty only
because they have to account for the situation when⊥ is interpreted
as 1. In all other cases, the answer produced by the naïve evaluation
is actually correct; if ⊥ can be interpreted as an arbitrary element
of Const, then the chance of it being 1 is small. So it seems that
naïve evaluation produces answers, in this case, that are very likely
to be true.
This is no accident; in fact, if we pick an interpretation of nulls
uniformly at random and look at answers that are truewith probabil-
ity 1, they are precisely those that are returned by naïve evaluation.
To make this intuition precise though, we must say what it means
to pick a valuation at random. For a database D, we denote by V(D)
the set of all valuations on D. This set is infinite, and no uniform
distribution can be defined on it. To pick v uniformly at random
from V(D), we use the approach from the study of 0–1 laws and
asymptotic behavior of logical properties, where one tries to de-
fine how likely a randomly chosen structure is to satisfy a given
property [26, 46, 63].
Given a queryQ , a databaseD, and a tuple a¯ over dom(D), define
the support of a¯ being an answer toQ onD as the set of all valuations
that witness it:
Supp(Q,D, a¯) = {v ∈ V(D) | v(a¯) ∈ Q (v(D))} .
Supports thus measure how closely a tuple is to certainty. A tuple
a¯ is in cert(Q,D) iff Supp(Q,D, a¯) = V(D), i.e., the support includes
all valuations. We then want to see how likely a randomly chosen
valuation is to be in Supp(Q,D, a¯).
For this, assume that the set of Const constants is enumerated
as {c1, c2, . . .}. Define Vk (D) as the set of valuations whose range
is contained among the first k elements of this enumeration, i.e.,
Vk (D) = {v ∈ V(D) | range(v) ⊆ {c1, . . . , ck }}. Let Suppk (Q,D, a¯)
be the restriction of Supp(Q,D, a¯) to Vk (D), i.e., Supp(Q,D, a¯) ∩
Vk (D). Then we define
µk (Q,D, a¯) = |Supp
k (Q,D, a¯)|
|Vk (D)|
as the proportion of valuations from Vk (D) that belong to Supp(Q,
D, a¯). That is, µk (Q,D, a¯) is the probability that a valuation picked
uniformly at random from Vk (D) witnesses that a¯ is an answer to
Q .
Finally, to eliminate the dependence on k , we look at the asymp-
totic behavior of this sequence:
µ(Q,D, a¯) = lim
k→∞
µk (Q,D, a¯) .
This definition assumes some particular enumeration of the set
Const. However, it is easy to see that the limit value µ(Q,D, a¯) is
independent of a particular enumeration for generic queries: once
the set {c1, . . . , ck } contains all constants in Q and Const(D), the
value µk (Q,D, a¯) does not depend on the remaining elements of
this set, just their number. We then call a tuple a¯ an almost certainly
true answer to Q on D if µ(Q,D, a¯) = 1.
Theorem 4.10 (see [52]). A tuple a¯ is an almost certainly true
answer to a generic query Q on D if and only if a¯ ∈ Qnaïve(D).
Furthermore, if a¯ < Qnaïve(D), then it follows that µ(Q,D, a¯) = 0.
In other words, we have a version of a 0–1 law: every tuple is either
an almost certainly true or an almost certainly false answer. Note
that finding almost certainly true answers is much simpler than
finding certain answers: for example, for FO, the complexity is AC0
instead of coNP. An analog of Theorem 4.10 can be shown when
instead of counting valuations v witnessing v(a¯) ∈ Q (v(D)) we
count isomorphism types on V(D)witnessing the condition, i.e., the
set of databases {v(D) | v ∈ V(D)} such that v(a¯) ∈ Q (v(D)) . As
distinct valuations may define the same isomorphism type, the ratio
of databases in {v(D) | v ∈ Vk (D)} such thatv(a¯) ∈ Q (v(D)) needs
to be the same as the ratio of valuations Vk (D) in Suppk (Q,D, a¯),
for any given k . The asymptotic behavior of these two sequences,
however, is the same.
Let us now change the example a bit and assume that we have
a relation T = {1, 2} and we look for answers to T − S under the
inclusion constraint S ⊆ T . In this case, ⊥ can only take values 1 or
2, and thus the answer to Q is {1} with probability 1/2 and empty
with probability 1/2. Can we use the framework to capture this?
It turns out that the framework is easily adaptable. In real life
databases must satisfy integrity constraints, most commonly keys
and foreign keys, which are special cases of functional dependencies
and inclusion constraints (which in turn are special cases of equality-
and tuple-generating dependencies). A set of constraints Σ can be
viewed as a Boolean query, returning true if the constraints are
satisfied and false if they are not. Most such constraints, at least
those listed above, are generic Boolean queries.
We want to find the conditional probability µ(Q |Σ,D, a¯) of a¯
being an answer to Q , given that Σ holds. In other words, choose a
random assignment of constants to nulls; what is the probability
that Q is true under the assumption that Σ is true? As above, we
first define it for valuations with the range {c1, . . . , ck } and then
analyze its asymptotic behavior. That is, define the probability that
a randomly chosen valuation v with range(v) ⊆ {c1, . . . , ck } such
that v(D) |= Σ also satisfies v(a¯) ∈ Q (v(D)) , i.e.,
µk (Q |Σ,D, a¯) = |Supp
k (Σ ∧Q,D, a¯)|
|Suppk (Σ,D)|
and then
µ(Q |Σ,D, a¯) = lim
k→∞
µk (Q |Σ,D, a¯)
if such a limit exists. If the denominator |Suppk (Σ,D)| is zero, i.e.,
Suppk (Σ,D) = , adopt the convention that µk (Q |Σ,D, a¯) = 0.
Again, it is easy to show that for generic Q and Σ the value
µ(Q |Σ,D, a¯) does not depend on a particular enumeration of Const.
Our earlier example showed that µ(Q |Σ,D, a¯) could be a number
between 0 and 1, namely 1/2. In general, if the 0–1 law fails, the
next best thing we can hope for is convergence, i.e., the existence
of the limit.
Theorem 4.11 (see [52]). If both Σ and Q are generic, then for
every database D and for every tuple a¯ over the domain, µ(Q |Σ,D, a¯)
exists and is a rational number in [0, 1].
Moreover, every number in Q ∩ [0, 1] appears as µ(Q |Σ,D, a¯) for
a conjunctive query Q and an inclusion constraint Σ.
In some cases, µ(Q |Σ,D, a¯) can only take values 0 or 1. For ex-
ample, this is so if Σ contains only functional dependencies. In fact
in this case µ(Q |Σ,D, a¯) = µ(Q,DΣ, a¯), where DΣ is the result of
chasing D with Σ.
To describe the complexity of computing µ(Q |Σ,D, a¯) note that,
as a rational number, it is represented by a pair (p, r ) with p, r ∈ N.
Hence computing it is a problem in a function class (rather than
a complexity class capturing decision problems), and amounts to
computing two numbers. The exact complexity happens to be FP#P,
which is the class of functions computable in polynomial time
with an access to a #P oracle. Furthermore, there are cases when
µ(Q |Σ,D) = p/r such that r can be computed in polynomial time
while computing p is #P-hard.
∧ t f u
t t f u
f f f f
u u f u
∨ t f u
t t t t
f t f u
u t u u
¬
t f
f t
u u
Figure 3: Truth tables of Kleene’s three-valued logic.
5 MANY-VALUED LOGICS FOR INCOMPLETE
INFORMATION
The high complexity of certain answers is unsuitable for real-world
query evaluation. The approach most broadly taken, in particular
by SQL-based relational DBMSs, is to introduce small and easily
implementable modifications to how queries are evaluated, so as
to handle incomplete information expressed via null values. SQL’s
approach, in particular, introduces an additional truth value Un-
known (u) to provide extra information about our knowledge of the
results produced by operations involving nulls. The truth value u is
assigned to comparisons involving nulls, such as 1 = NULL, and it
is then propagated through the Boolean connectives ∧, ∨, ¬ using
the truth tables in Figure 3.
This particular propositional logic, known as Kleene’s logic [13],
underlies SQL implementations [25]. More generally, a propositional
many-valued logic is a pair (T,Ω), where T is a set of truth values,
and Ω is a set of functionsω : Tn → T called connectives. The most
common of those are ∧, ∨, ¬, but to model SQL properly we need
to add one more, as we shall see later. In the familiar two-valued
Boolean logic, denoted by L2v, the set T contains just t (true) and
f (false), and the truth tables are the standard ones (in fact, the
restriction of those in Figure 3 to {t, f}). In Kleene’s logic, denoted
by L3v, the set T is {t, f,u}.
Database query languages are based on predicate logic, which
means that we need to define many-valued first-order logics. Nor-
mally, in FO, we have the notion of D |= φ(a¯), i.e., a formula φ(x¯)
is true in D if its free variables are interpreted as a¯. That means
φ(a¯) is assigned the truth value t; alternatively, when φ(a¯) does not
hold, it is assigned truth value f. In a many-valued logic, φ(a¯) can
be assigned any truth value from T.
For a propositional logic L, a first-order many-valued logic is a
pair (FO(L), L·M)where FO(L) is the language of first-order formulae
built over the connectives of L, and L·M is a semantics for FO(L)
formulas. That is, for each formulaφ(x¯), databaseD, and assignment
a¯ of elements of dom(D) to the free variables x¯ of φ, the semanticsLφMD ,a¯ is a value in T. We assume that such semantics follows the
syntax of the connectives, that is,Lω(φ1, . . . ,φn )MD ,a¯ = ω (Lφ1MD ,a¯, . . . , LφnMD ,a¯ ) (10)
for every n-ary connective ω of L, and
L∃x φ(x¯)MD ,a¯ =∨
a∈dom(D)
LφMD ,(a¯,a) (11)
and likewise for ∀x φ with∧ used in the place of∨.
We now discuss recent developments on the use of many-valued
logics to deal with databases with incomplete information. In Sec-
tion 5.1, we examine the work of [51] and [19] about refining query
answers using many-valued logics. In Section 5.2, we consider
the many-valued logic underlying SQL, and present results from
[21] showing that it does not add expressiveness beyond the usual
Boolean logic, despite the generally held belief that it does.
5.1 Correctness of many-valued evaluation
procedures
When does the semantics of first-order many-valued logic produce
correct answers? To answer this question, we assume that there
is a notion of correct answers, given by a function Answ (φ)D ,a¯
that produces a truth value τ ∈ T. For example, one may want to
impose Answ (φ)D ,a¯ = t if a¯ ∈ cert⊥(φ,D) stating that correct true
answers are certain answers with nulls.
To state our assumptions on Answ (·) and explain when the
semantics L·M gives rise to an evaluation procedure for such answers,
we need a basic concept related to many-valued logics, namely a
knowledge order ⪯L on truth values of the propositional logic L; see
[10, 33]. While truth values can be ordered by the degree of truth
they provide (in this case, t is more true than f), in the many-valued
context they can also be ordered by the degree of knowledge they
provide. In L3v, the natural such ordering is u ⪯L t and u ⪯L f.
Note that f and t are incomparable: each of them provides complete
knowledge, whileu has less knowledge than either. Such knowledge
orderings exist for many other many-valued logics, and they have
been an object of extensive study, especially in connection with
paraconsistent logics (see, e.g., [7, 8]). One common assumption
is the existence of a least element for ⪯L, denoted by τ0; for L3v,
this is u. Intuitively, τ0 represents the no-information value, i.e.,
the fall-back position when we cannot assign any value carrying
real information.
The semantics L·M has correctness guarantees for query answers
Answ (·) if whenever LφMD ,a¯ = τ and τ , τ0, then Answ (φ)D ,a¯ = τ .
Intuitively, for every meaningful truth value τ , the semantics of
formulae has to agree with the correct answers. In cases when it
cannot capture the correct answers precisely, it has to resort to the
no-information truth value τ0.
To ensure correctness guarantees we need two conditions, for
each n-ary propositional connective ω of L.
(1) The notion of correct answers must respect the propositional
logic L. That is, if Answ (φi )D ,a¯ = τi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then
Answ
(
ω(φ1, . . . ,φn )
)
D ,a¯ = ω(τ1, . . . , τn ) as long as all the
truth values are not the bottom truth value τ0.
(2) The logic L must respect the knowledge order. That is, if
we have truth values such that τ1 ⪯L τ ′1, . . . , τn ⪯L τ ′n , then
ω(τ1, . . . , τn ) ⪯L ω(τ ′1, . . . , τ ′n ).
Theorem 5.1 (see [19]). Assume that L respects the knowledge
order, and that the notion of correct answers respects L, as defined
above. If L·M has correctness guarantees for atomic formulae, then it
has correctness guarantees for all FO formulae.
The results in [19] are actually more general and establish the
lifting criterion for a wider range of semantics. They also show how
to define query answers for arbitrary queries, not only FO, in a way
that more informative answers are obtained on more informative
inputs.
Data complexity too is lifted from atomic to arbitrary formulae:
if L·M has NC1 data complexity for atomic formulae, then it has NC1
data complexity for all FO(L). Moreover, NC1 can be replaced by
AC0 data complexity if both ∧ and ∨ are idempotent in L.
Correctness for Kleene’s logic. Now, for SQL’s many-valued
logic L3v, we give a concrete example of a semantics for FO(L3v)
with correctness guarantees. As the notion of correctness we take
certain answers with nulls:
Answ (φ)D ,a¯ =

t a¯ ∈ cert(φ,D)
f a¯ ∈ cert(¬φ,D)
u otherwise
First look at the standard two-valued semantics of atomic for-
mulae, that is:
LR(x¯)MboolD ,a¯ =
{
t a¯ ∈ RD
f a¯ < RD
; Lx = yMboolD ,(a,b) =
{
t a = b
f a , b
(12)
This does not have correctness guarantees. Consider D with the
fact R(1,⊥). Then for a¯ = (1, 1) we have LR(x¯)MboolD ,a¯ = f which, if we
had correctness guarantees, would have implied a¯ ∈ cert⊥(¬φ,D).
However, the valuation v(⊥) = 1 shows that a¯ < cert⊥(¬φ,D)
Thus, we need a more refined procedure to ensure correctness.
By Theorem 5.1, we only need to provide the semantics of atomic
formulae. For this, recall the notion of unification of two tuples r¯
and s¯ : they are unifiable, written r¯ ⇑ s¯ , if there is a valuation v such
that v(r¯ ) = v(s¯). This is known to be checkable in linear time [57].
We then define the three-valued semantics as follows:
LR(x¯)MunifD ,a¯ =

t a¯ ∈ RD
f b¯ ∈ RD such that a¯ ⇑ b¯
u otherwise
(13a)
Lx = yMunifD ,(a,b) =

t a = b
f a , b and a,b ∈ Const
u otherwise
(13b)
The first rule says that a¯ < RD is not yet enough to declare the
truth value of R(a¯) to be f. There may be a tuple b¯ ∈ RD unifiable
with a¯, and thus in some possible world given by a valuation v we
may have v(a¯) ∈ v(RD ). Thus, only when there is no tuple in RD
that unifies with a¯ can we say with certainty that R(a¯) is false. The
same reasoning for equalities tells us that we can only be sure that
a , b when both a and b are different constants. Otherwise, if a and
b are different, we need to assign truth value u to their comparison.
Corollary 5.2 (see [51]). The L·Munif semantics has correctness
guarantees with respect to certain answers with nulls:
if LφMunifD ,a¯ = t , then a¯ ∈ cert⊥(φ,D) .
Moreover, LφMunifD ,a¯ can be computed with AC0 data complexity.
If one can have three-valued evaluation procedures with correct-
ness guarantees, then why SQL does not provide them? We shall
explain this in the next section; for now we offer a simple example.
Given three unary relations R, S , T , all with a single attribute A, let
Q compute R − (S −T ):
SELECT R.A FROM R WHERE R.A NOT IN
( SELECT S.A FROM S WHERE S.A NOT IN
( SELECT * FROM T ) )
If RD = SD = {1} and TD = {⊥}, we have Q(D) = {1}. However,
1 is not a certain answer, and moreover µ(Q,D, 1) = 0. Even with
available correct three-valued procedures, SQL can give answers
that not only fail to be certain, but do so with probability 1.
5.2 Does SQL need many-valued logics?
Much of the criticism towards SQL revolves around its behavior
with incomplete information, that is, with null values. As we ex-
plained earlier, SQL operates with Kleene’s logic L3v, having truth
values t, f, and u (i.e., unknown). This was a decision of the commit-
tee that designed the language, and we now address the following
questions:
• Was Kleene’s logic the right choice for handling incomplete
information?
• Does it add any extra expressiveness compared to the usual
Boolean logic for FO queries?
In what follows, we give a brief account of the results from [21]
that provide answers to these questions – yes and no, respectively.
Propositional logic for incompleteness. To understand what
a predicate logic for incompleteness should look like, we need
to give a reasonable meaning to its truth values. To this end, we
follow the approach of [33] and use sets of possible worlds to model
incompleteness.
For a language of propositional formulae L, a propositional in-
terpretation for L is a triple (W , t, f ) whereW is a set of possible
worlds, and t and f are functions mapping formulae of L into
subsets ofW . Intuitively, t(α) is the set of worlds that satisfy α ,
and f (α) is the set of worlds that do not. In our framework, we
allow t(α) ∪ f (α) ,W , i.e., the knowledge we have on α may be
partial. We do require that t(α) ∩ f (α) = , as we do not consider
inconsistent interpretations. Taking propositional interpretations
directly as truth values was advocated in [33]. This however gives
rise to too many truth values. Instead, we want an informative and
compact representation of what we know about formulae. To define
such a representation, we resort to epistemic logic, and define the
epistemic modalities of a propositional formula α ∈ L as the formu-
lae K(α), P(α), and their negations. A propositional interpretation
(W , t, f ) satisfies K(α) if t(α) =W , that is, we know α . It satisfies
P(α) if t(α) , , that is, α is possible.
As the truth values for our logic, we take maximally consistent
theories of epistemic modalities of a formula and its negation. For
every given formula α ∈ L, we can show that there are at most
only six such theories, corresponding to the following scenarios:
• α is true in all worlds (truth value t);
• α is false in all worlds (truth value f);
• α is true in some worlds, false in others (truth value s, meaning
“sometimes”);
• There is a world where α is true, but we do not know whether
α is always true (truth value st, meaning “sometimes true”);
• There is a world where α is false, but we do not know whether
α is always false (truth value sf , meaning “sometimes false”);
• We have no information whatsoever on α (truth value u, “un-
known”).
To derive the truth tables of the propositional connectives ∧, ∨
and¬, we denote by χτα , for a propositional formula α , the epistemic
formula that expresses the maximally consistent theory stating that
α has truth value τ . For example, χ tα = K(α) ∧ P(α) ∧ ¬K(¬α) ∧
¬P(¬α). Then, we impose the following two requirements:
• If ω(τ1, τ2) = τ , then τ is consistent with τ1, τ2, i.e., the epis-
temic formula χτ1α ∧ χτ2β ∧ χτω(α ,β ) is satisfiable; and
• When more than one truth value is consistent with τ1, τ2, we
choose the most general one.
The logic derived in this way, denoted by L6v, is perfectly equip-
ped to handle incomplete information. To be used in database sys-
tems, however, a logic needs to be compatible with standard query
optimizations, which always require distributivity and idempotency
(see [34, 44]). The logic L6v is neither distributive nor idempotent.
Therefore, we want to find a maximal sublogic of it with these two
properties that make it suitable for the database context.
Theorem 5.3 (see [21]). The maximal sublogic of L6v that is both
distributive and idempotent is Kleene’s three-valued logic L3v.
Thus, purely at the propositional level, SQL designers did choose
the right logic for handling incompleteness.
Predicate logics and SQL. Using Kleene’s three-valued logic in
SQL appears to be well justified. However, our justification applies
purely at the propositional level, and SQL is, after all, based on a
predicate logic. Thus, wewould like to understandwhether Kleene’s
logic is still necessary.
We consider many-valued FO based on a propositional many-
valued logic L as defined above, i.e.,
(
FO(L), L·M) . Recall that we lift
the semantics from atomic formulae to arbitrary ones by following
the semantics of the propositional connectives, as in (10) and (11).
Now we look at the common semantics of atoms. The most natural
one is, of course, the Boolean semantics given by (12). We have
also seen the unification semantics given by (13a) and (13b). As our
final example, we consider a null-free semantics corresponding to
the way SQL treats comparisons:
LR(x¯)MnullfreeD ,a¯ =

t a¯ ∈ RD and Const(a¯)
f a¯ < RD and Const(a¯)
u ¬Const(a¯)
(14)
where Const(a¯) states that a¯ consists of constants only. This could
apply to the equality predicate as well, by simply viewing it as an
extra relation EqD = {(a,a) | a ∈ dom(D)}.
These semantics give rise to a number of different logics. The
familiar FO we dealt with previously is simply FO(L2v, JKbool). To
define FOSQL, a logic underlining SQL, we need a semantics that
combines some of the previously defined ones. A mixed semantics
is any semantics L·M of base relations, including Eq, that uses one
of L·Mbool, L·Munif and L·Mnullfree, for different base relations.
The following mixed semantics captures the behavior of SQL:
LR(x¯)MsqlD ,a¯ =
{LR(x¯)MboolD ,a¯ R relation of the schemaLR(x¯)MnullfreeD ,a¯ R = Eq (15)
and gives rise to the FO core of SQL, namely
FOSQL = (FO(L3v), L·Msql) .
What is the expressiveness of all these different logics? It looks
as though we have a huge space of possibilities, but as a matter of
fact we do not. We say that Boolean FO captures a logic (FO(L), L·M)
if for every formula φ(x¯) of (FO(L), L·M) and every truth value τ ∈ T
there exists an FOψ τ such that Lφ(x¯)MD ,a¯ = τ iff D |= ψ τ (a¯).
Theorem 5.4 (see [21]). Boolean FO captures (FO(L3v), L·M) for
every mixed semantics L·M.
The result of [21] is again more general: Boolean FO captures
every many-valued logic (FO(L), L·M) as long as it captures atomic
formulae andL has connectives∧ and∨ that are weakly idempotent
(a ∨ a ∨ a = a ∨ a, and likewise for ∧).
This seems to suggest that all SQL queries evaluated under the
three-valued semantics can be expressed in the usual Boolean ver-
sion of FO. While this is the case, at least for the fragment of SQL
that corresponds to relational algebra queries, we need to be careful.
To see why, recall that SQL’s approach is to keep tuples on which
the evaluation of logical conditions produces the truth value t, i.e.:
Qφ (D) =
{
a¯ | LφMsqlD ,a¯ = t } .
Then [52] showed that for every formula φ of FO(L3v) the condi-
tion a¯ ∈ Qφ (D) implies µ(Qφ ,D, a¯) = 1, i.e., a¯ is an almost certainly
true answer. But at the end of the previous section we saw that SQL
queries can return tuples that are almost certainly false.
What is the source of the mismatch? The textbook approach
comes close to describing the logic of SQL, but it misses one im-
portant feature of such logic. We can think of core SQL queries as
expressions of the form:
SELECT x¯
FROM Q1, . . . ,Qn
WHERE θ (x¯1, . . . , x¯n )
where Q1, . . . ,Qn are either queries or relations, x¯i is a tuple of
variables returned byQi , and θ is a condition composed of equality
of variables, or statements Q ′(y¯) in which Q ′ is another query, or
statements Q ′ , , or a combination of these via ∧, ∨, and ¬.
Note that, in SQL’s query evaluation, it is the conditions θ that
are evaluated in L3v; once the evaluation of the WHERE θ clause
is finished, only tuples that evaluated to t are kept, i.e., one goes
back to two-valued logic. To capture this, we need a propositional
operator that collapses f and u into f. Such an operator does exist in
propositional many-valued logics [12] and is known as an assertion
operator: ↑p for a proposition p evaluates to t if p evaluates to t, and
to f otherwise. Let L↑3v be the extension of L3v with this operator.
The basic SQL query can then be expressed in FO(L↑3v):
Q(x¯) = ∃y¯
n∧
i=1
Qi (x¯i ) ∧ ↑θ (x¯1, . . . , x¯n ) ,
where y¯ lists variables present in x¯1, . . . , x¯n but not x¯ . Thus, the
many-valued predicate logic capturing SQL’s behavior is
FO↑SQL =
(
FO(L↑3v), L·Msql)
rather than just FOSQL. But even this logic is no more expressive
than Boolean FO.
Theorem 5.5 (see [21]). For every formula φ(x¯) of FO↑SQL, the
query Qφ is expressible in Boolean FO.
Therefore, while justified at the propositional level, the use of a
three-valued logic is not needed to handle incomplete databases, at
least for queries capturing the expressiveness of relational algebra.
We conclude by explaining why queries in FO↑SQL (and thus real-
life SQL) can produce almost certainly false answers, while queries
in FOSQL cannot. It turns out that being almost certainly true is
guaranteed if the connectives of the many-valued logic preserve
the knowledge order u ⪯ t and u ⪯ f. The usual connectives ∧, ∨,
¬ are such, but the assertion operator is not: while u ⪯ t, we do
not have ↑u ⪯ ↑t. Therefore, the real culprit in SQL’s behavior is
not the three-valued logic per se (even though it can be completely
avoided) but rather themix of two- and three-valued logics, i.e., not
carrying full information about the three truth values through the
entire query evaluation.
6 OPEN PROBLEMS
We conclude by discussing possible avenues for future research on
incomplete information, whichwemostly foresee at the intersection
of theory and practice. On the one hand, theoretical investigations
should be focused on problems that have practical relevance; for
example, queries with arithmetic and aggregation in typed data
models (not necessarily limited to the relational setting) under bag
semantics. On the other hand, real systems should be built and
extended by taking into account the lessons learned from theory;
in particular, we need implementations of models of incomplete-
ness that are more expressive and flexible than what is currently
provided by SQL. Below, we discuss some of these open problems
in more detail.
Bag semantics. Real-life RDBMSs use a data model that is based
on bags, where tuples in a relation are allowed, unlike for sets, to
occur more than once. While much theoretical research – like most
of the works reviewed in this survey – is focused on set semantics,
in recent years there have been several efforts towards handling
incomplete data in bag databases [20, 22, 42, 55]. However, it is
still early days for the study of certain answers under bag seman-
tics, and several questions remain open. Under bags, as mentioned
in Section 4.2, we have more fine grained information about tu-
ples, namely their minimum and maximum number of occurrences
across all possible worlds. In [20] and [22], the minimum multi-
plicity is taken as the notion of certainty, but is this the right one?
When working with bags, valuations can be applied to databases in
different ways: tuples that unify under a valuation can be collapsed,
or their multiplicities added up [42]. What are the differences be-
tween those when defining and computing certain answers? Are
there other possibilities?
Marked nulls. While theoretical models of incompleteness rely
on marked nulls, in real-life DBMSs based on SQL there is only one
single placeholder object for representing missing values: NULL. To
bridge this gap, the common approach is to interpret each occur-
rence of NULL as a distinct marked null. Then, denoting by codd
this transformation of SQL nulls into non-repeating marked nulls,
known asCodd nulls, it must hold thatQ
(
codd(D)) and codd(Q(D))
are the same, up to renaming of nulls, for every database D and
query Q . That is, transforming SQL nulls to Codd nulls before or
after evaluating queries makes no difference. However, this fails
in general, and the class of queries having this property cannot be
captured by a syntactic fragment. While syntactic restrictions that
enforce it exist [39], it seems more interesting to follow a different
approach: implement marked nulls directly in SQL. This would
increase SQL’s expressiveness (e.g., by allowing one to state that
two persons have the same unknown age) and avoid some of the se-
mantic ambiguity around NULL (e.g., missing versus non-applicable
or undefined values). Of course, this raises several interesting ques-
tions, for example: is an implementation of marked nulls possible
using only standard SQL features? What are the costs in terms of
storage requirements and performance of queries?
Quality of approximations. As we have seen in Section 4, several
ways to approximate certain answers exist in the literature. But
how good are the approximations they provide? For the approx-
imation schemes [36, 37, 51] presented in Section 4.2 we can say
the following: first, the answers they provide on databases without
nulls coincide with those returned by evaluating the original query;
second, there is a strict containment (witnessed by specific queries
and databases) between the answers returned by any two of the
four algorithms proposed in [36]; third, the answers returned by
the approximation schemes of [51] and [37] are incomparable (w.r.t.
subset inclusion) in general.
Comparing the quality of different approximation procedures is
not always easy. When feasible, one can of course perform experi-
mental analyzes in the spirit of [27] (cf. also [37] and [28]), but we
also need principled theoretical approaches. One possibility is to
analyze the knowledge provided by an approximation procedure
and compare it with the certain knowledge the query and the data-
base give us. Understanding the amount of certain knowledge a
procedure is able to compute, and what logic, if any, can express it,
would give us a nice characterization of the quality of the approxi-
mation provided. Another idea is to use the probabilistic approach
of Section 4.3 to estimate how likely a tuple is to be returned by
one approximation but not the other.
Value-inventing queries. Data aggregation and arithmetic opera-
tions are among the most used features in SQL, with aggregation
alone amounting for the vast majority of the query workloads of
many popular benchmarks. For example, no less than 80% of the
analytical queries included in the well-known TPC Benchmark H
use aggregation [65]. What these operations have in common is
that they can (and typically do) produce values that are not present
in the database. The theoretical tools we currently have for dealing
with incompleteness prove inadequate for value-inventing oper-
ations. Indeed, as mentioned in Section 3, the widespread certain
answers with nulls cannot return values that do not appear in the
original database. The way the problem is addressed in practical
scenarios is also unsatisfactory: the common approach is to apply
imputation techniques that replace nulls with “likely” values, and
then process analytical queries in the standard way as if the data
were complete [29]. We need new techniques for applying the no-
tions of certainty (either exact or approximate) in the context of
value-inventing queries.
Types of attributes. The results shown here, and in general many
results on handling incomplete information, are presented in the
standard theoretical model of relational databases with the domain
consisting of constants and nulls, and with equality and disequality
being the only available predicates. In real life, of course, database
columns have types: numerical, strings, etc. How can we extend
results to the typed model, where type-specific operations, such
as arithmetic, are used in queries? In some cases there are simple
extensions: for example, the approximation schemes of Section 4.2
can be used by treating type-specific comparisons similarly to dise-
qualities. On the other hand, the probabilistic approximations of
Section 4.3 are more complicated, though they can provide more
refined information about query answers [23]. Bridging the gap
between theoretical models and typed real-life schemas is essential
for applying these results in practice.
Other data models. We focused on the relational model, but there
are other data models where incompleteness naturally occurs. For
XML, for example, incompleteness has been extensively studied
[2, 9]. For the very popular and fast developing model of graph
databases [14] there has been some initial work [3, 30, 40, 56] but
we are nowhere near a well-developed theory similar to what was
presented here for relational data. A new standard query language
for graph databases called GQL is being designed [68]. This provides
an opportunity to influence the design of its null-related features
that would lead to less criticism than that experienced by SQL.
Certain answers as knowledge. The framework of [49] presented
in Section 3.2 has been used to define certain answers as objects, but
there is more to it andwe believe it should be further developed. One
example of the use the use of the framework is [50], which defined
negative and possible answers with the help of certain knowledge. It
can also be used to handle semantically opaque object identifiers, a
problem which is especially relevant in data integration and OBDA,
where object identifiers are retrieved from multiple sources and
are often encoded using different conventions. An example of this
is the notion of referring answers [15], which encode the certain
knowledge entailed by answer tuples.
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